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UKCS snapshot

Performance turned around

32nd Offshore Round Blocks on Offer

31st Round Provisional Awards

Licensed Blocks

For indicative purposes only
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OGA fully supports energy transition as set out in our policy 3
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• Funded by £1m grant from the Better Regulation Executive’s Regulators’ 

Pioneer Fund

• Led by the OGA, in collaboration with BEIS, The Crown Estate and Ofgem

• Aims to unlock UKCS energy integration opportunities

• Leverage oil and gas infrastructure for CCS, wind and hydrogen as an 

essential enabler

• Oil and gas companies and supply chain partnering with Renewables to 

play a critical role

• Project has two phases:

1. Technical options (completed)

2. Economic and regulatory assessment (ongoing)

• In phase 2, team engaging across the energy industry to validate findings 

and understand near-term opportunities

UKCS energy integration project
UKCS infrastructure (Oil and gas, 

renewables, and power transmission)

Pilot project to evaluate optimization of energy integration 4
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• Study of five energy integration technologies

− Platform electrification

− Gas-to-Wire

− Carbon Capture and Storage

− Blue Hydrogen & Green Hydrogen

− Energy Hubs

• Development options

− Stand-alone

− Reuse

− Synergies

• Technical feasibility (current/future technologies)

• Costing and sensitivities

• Build-up scenarios, production and cost profiles

Five energy integration technologies

Integration technologies have clear links to wind power 5
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Platform electrification

A number of companies actively looking at platform electrification in CNS

• UKCS platforms are far from shore and widely distributed: hence 

local gas/diesel power generation

• UKCS platforms power demand is >2GW (annual average) –

excluding waste heat recovery (estimated at an additional 0.7GW)

• This represents ~5% of UK power demand, accounting for ~10% 

of total power plant emissions

• Expected 25% decline by 2030 due to decommissioning, but with 

stable areas (CNS) and growth in West of Shetland

• Opportunities: lower emissions, lower OPEX, lower Capex 

(greenfield) enabler to further transition (e.g. CCUS)

O&G Assets Power Demand (2020)

Power from windfarms

• Capex savings (cables and 

substations)

• Potential sources from 

planned SNS windfarms and 

floating wind installations in 

CNS/NNS/WoS
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Gas-to-wire

The OGA issued Gas-to-Wire report in 2018

• UKCS has 6.3 TCF 2P gas reserves and 4.7 TCF 2C contingent 

resources discovered

• G-t-W is a local opportunity to develop stranded resources and/or 

extend assets’ life

• Can support wind power (infrastructure sharing and market rate 

opportunities) – significant overlaps in SNS/EIS

• Deployable in the short-term – based on mature technology (OCGT)

SNS Gas Resources and Planned Windfarms
(Amber – 2P reserves, Yellow – 2C resources)

Power to windfarms

• Exploits spare capacity in 

windfarm cables

• GtW intermittent export

• Significant Capex savings 

in cables and substation
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Energy hub & green hydrogen

Energy Hubs can help unlock the full UK’s wind power potential

• Integrates renewable energy generation, storage (H2) and 

transportation (cables and H2) in order to:

− Enable more optimal offshore locations

− Address renewables supply intermittency

− Support cost-efficient CCUS

− Potentially, interconnection with other countries

• Combined with floating windfarms in deeper water

• Potential re-use of O&G infrastructure (e.g. heavy steel jackets 

and concrete gravity-based structures)

• Complex economic and cross-regulator questions being assessed

UKCS average wind speeds
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Energy hub concept

Project in concept stage seeking support and funding from BEIS

Flotta Oil Terminal Orkney
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Key messages

The OGA is a 

progressive regulator

Key challenge is how can different energy sectors work together 10

The UK is well placed to develop 

and export technologies

Requirement for an integrated

energy approach

Significant wind power 

potential in deeper water

Oil & gas sector has critical 

offshore assets and capabilities
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